Whether it's on asphalt, gravel, sand or grass, the Combi-Camp
stands firmly and is storm-proof. Without pegs or guy ropes, it
can be set up in just 30 seconds and still means a solid floor
under your feet.

Off on an
adventure:

Wouldn't it be great to put up
your tent in less than a minute
and even better to float 30 cm
off the ground? Combi-Camp
can do it. And has been doing it
for over 45 years.

On vacation you need the freedom to be spontaneous, free
and do your own thing. And the
travel should be fun too, or it's
not really vacation.

A Combi-Camp isn't fazed by
a bumpy road; it's made for
quick overnights on any kind of
terrain.
It lets you be one with nature,
with a few extra perks.

off to bed:

Head off to the market for fresh fish or local vegetables.
With Combi-Camp's dream kitchen it's a delight to
prepare a delicious meal. A refrigerator, shelf space and
a comfortable work height are the facilities you need to
conjure up a feast.
Had enough of over-full restaurants where you over-pay
for soup-kitchen-quality food? Skip them and get a
home-made salad from your own fridge. And for the kids,
bring out something they really like, rather than buy yet
another plate of chips.
The Combi-Camp kitchen is open 24/7.

If you begin your day well rested, you enjoy it more.
When you camp you often get out of bed feeling awful.
That's not the case with a Combi-Camp, which has a
well ventilating slatted bed supporting a comfortable,
one-piece mattress. There is space to bring along a cosy
duvet and pillows; it's almost like being at home, and it's
certainly hundreds of times better than most hotels.
The comfortable atmosphere is created by the
Combi-Camp's 100% cotton tents. Cotton breathes
and insulates against heat, cold and moisture. The
sleeping area is double skinned so that a layer of still
air keeps out the heat or cold. Ventilation windows on
the sides ensure good circulation of fresh air and keep
insects out.

at the table:

extra space:

accessories :
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Who ever you take along, where ever you go,
with Combi-Camps accessories you can meet all your needs.
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Integrated tarpaulin

Wind protection trailer front/side

Iglo canopy

220 volt unit

Front box

Bicycle rack

Organizer main tent

Kitchen organizer

Aluminium chair

Wind protection cooker

Isolation set

Cuttig board
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